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DATA AVAILABILITY FOR HEALTHCARE
INTRODUCTION
The healthcare industry has experienced diminishing returns on their investments with Big Data.
Many leading organizations are realizing that as data increases, challenges to effectively leverage
data as an asset and apply AI/ML to the right data sets are far too complex. According to New
Vantage Partners, 77 percent of healthcare executives said they struggle with adoption of AI and big
data initiatives in their organizations. The main challenges that healthcare organizations face are:
Data Preparation - Ability to identify and
classify relevant data to be used effectively
and simplify laborious search for specific data
across data silos with context.
Unstructured Data Management - Ability to
scale and automate the management of data
platforms with a scalable data infrastructure
for data accessibility.
Actionable Intelligence - Enable AI initiatives
and make data accessible to more business
users. Analyze and make decisions that are
relevant and beneficial for the business.
Data Chaos is making it impossible to not only analyze your data, but prepare it for strategic
initiatives such as Artificial Intelligence. Leveraging Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning is the
only way to derive true results from the significant volume of data. But, proprietary platforms lock
data in and make analysis across silos incredibly complex. With pertinent data locked in numerous
silos and the intricacies of compliance regulations
such as HIPAA the obstacles to analysis at scale are
significant.

77%

of healthcare executives
struggle with adoption of AI
& Big Data Initiaitives

Fortunately, healthcare organizations are now able
to unleash the power of AI-driven analysis with Data
Availability. Data Availability is the concept of having
a simplified, unified, integrated view of all business
data for the purpose of quickly and efficiently gaining
knowledge and insight. It is a foundational element
to analysis at scale, yet few organizations have been
able to achieve it.

In order to make healthcare AI initiatives successful,
it is important to understand the journey towards
digital transformation. Organizations need to
understand how to transform their investments in big
data towards AI initiatives without the legacy, complex and costly processes into a modern approach
that will scale out for the next decade.
- New Vantage Partners
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CUSTOMER USE CASE SUMMARY
CUSTOMER
Multi-billion dollar healthcare organization with over
50,000 employees

PROJECT TIME FRAME
Less thank
90 days to
become
operational in
production

CHALLENGE

Deployed over hundreds of cores of data infrastructure within
a single data platform with over 50-100 users for analysis at
scale. Customer faced data infrastructure challenges in providing
scalable data accessibility to users along with managing and
deploying across hundreds of nodes. The objective of the project was to scale data analysis and
enable data operations to provide data access to business users and security teams.
Analytics requirements were centered on audit and compliance needs of the business, ranging
from the auditing of patient health record access to the availability and security of systems
delivering patient data to both patients and healthcare practitioners. Additional project phases
were inclusive of performance monitoring of those applications considered critical to delivering
EMR/EHR and core business services.

RESULTS
Eliminated millions of dollars of lost revenue as prior attempts to implement
had failed, increased data accessibility to the business and achieved
healthcare/business compliance mandates. In addition, they are able to
automate the management of their data infrastructure which reduced the
need for additional technical expertise.
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THE ROAD TO DATA AVAILABILITY
DATA COLLECTION
The digitalization of claims data, electronic health records, patient-generated health data,
and medication adherence data is causing the volume of healthcare data to swell to exabytes.
Organizations have poured billions of dollars into big data since 2005 but have been left dissatisfied
with the business results. Research shows that enterprises are only using about 1 percent of the data
because extracting business value from large volumes of data is a complex and time-consuming
endeavor.
All is not lost in these investments because AI requires Data
Diversity (™). There’s certainly no shortage of data, and the
increases in digital transformation across healthcare ensure that
will not change. But data is worthless without the ability to analyze
and utilize it for strategic purposes.

CONNECT

Gathering intelligence from large volumes of healthcare data is a
complex due to:
- Disparate data types across medical devices and wearables
- Implementing data security for PHI and PII
- Utilizing AI/ML for Clinical Decision Support with intelligence

UNIFY

Business Impact:
- Improved patient outcomes due to data driven insights
- Cost reduction with optimized supply chain and staffing
- Regulatory compliance
In an attempt to address these challenges, traditional data
management and integration solutions involve data preparation
and normalization along with extract, transform and load (ETL)
processes. While effective at moving data in bulk, these legacy
approaches have a number of distinct disadvantages:

ANALYZE

- Time to Data Access
- Requires data movement and copying (discouraged by HIPAA)
- Requires additional tools and consulting to perform ETL

DATA CHAOS
This has resulted in Data Chaos, where there are enormous volumes of data being collected but no ability
to connect the data to form meaningful analysis. In healthcare, this translates to more than just poor
analysis - inefficient access to the right data with context jeopardizes the professional’s ability to make
life or death decisions on behalf of their patients.
Healthcare professionals desperately need the ability to access pertinent data including medical records,
drug history, insurance information and more. But, this data is often locked up in platforms that do not
integrate and can only be leveraged by experts.
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These platforms claim to provide their own analytical capabilities or visualizations. But customers
often find out that they need to do a lot of data normalization and preparation across multiple data
silos, making the road to digital transformation even more daunting than collecting the data. There
are solutions that provide AI/ML capabilities, but most solutions are still proprietary systems and
the data is locked in silos or require data movement bringing on the challenges of data management
and integration via ETL processes that are over two decades old.
In addition, complex training and certifications proprietary query languages are required to achieve
effective analysis. Even if they do achieve some level of analysis manually, the data cannot be
effectively integrated with other data silos. Clearly, analysis
at scale is the main hurdle for data-driven organizations.
They are able to see the potential solution through utilizing
AI and ML, but the lack of Data Availability prohibits them
from making it a reality.

“It took
Gemini 90
days to
accomplish
what would
have taken
us an entire
year.”

The current data chaos created with the complexities big
data and silos leaves healthcare professionals handicapped
to make critical business decisions due to the lack of
organization wide data availability.

Healthcare needs the right
foundation to leverage diverse
data with context.
DATA AVAILABILITY
Data availability transforms legacy data management
and integration processes to break data silos and provide
organization-wide data insights to accelerate the benefits
of AI driven application.

- Healthcare Executive

Data Availability enables simplified, unified, integrated view
of business data for the purpose of quickly and efficiently
gaining knowledge and insight. Being able to access and
leverage all data through a unified platform provides
significant analytical agility for all stakeholders vs. locked
away in silos.

Data should be tapped from its original source without data movement, copying or normalization,
as HIPAA and other compliance regulations heavily forbid the movement of data when it is not
necessary. By leveraging data from its source, healthcare organizations can only respond effectively by
analyzing the information as it is collected.
The data must be accessible in a universal query language to provide deep and wide access. The
obvious choice for Data Availability is SQL, as it is the most widely known language and has been
for decades. With Data Availability, data scientists, analysts and executives alike can finally get the
knowledge and insights they need with context to make the right decisions. Analysis is no longer one
dimensional from a single source, but instead all of the relevant elements of healthcare data can be
utilized.
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DATA AVAILABILITY WITH GEMINI
That’s where Gemini Data comes in. Gemini provides Data Availability for the AI-driven economy.
With Gemini organizations are finally able to transcend the barriers between data silos and query
everything through simple SQL with zero copy data virtualization. This means that things like costly
ETL, expensive expertise, and moving data to achieve analysis are no longer necessary. Gemini
transcends old-school logistics and technology complexities so that historical and real-time data can
be used as a strategic asset and, most importantly, drive business transformation.
Gemini Data’s Autonomous Data Cloud (ADC) is the industry’s only platform that applies zero copy
data virtualization to all data silos to create a true data insights-driven enterprise. With ADC, users
across an enterprise — and regardless of technical expertise — gain a greater understanding of the
data collected and can apply data-backed insights to achieve their business objectives, whether it’s
faster performance, better efficiency, stronger organizational security or compliance, or greater cost
savings.

According to Gartner, “building a solid technology and strategic foundation for
AI capabilities can produce transformative innovation and business outcomes.”
To achieve this, ADC comprises three core attributes:
Connect: Barriers to analysis are
eliminated by standardizing data
with no data movement and no
ETL required. ADC virtualizes
data at its origin, so source data
can stay exactly where it is while
also being universally available.

SecOps

ITOps

Data Science

LOB
Help Desk

Compliance

Unify: Access to data from all
systems and silos is converged
into a secure, automated
platform so that queries can
be run across an organization’s
entire volume of data.
Analyze: Unlock enterprise
knowledge to all business
stakeholders through seamless
data exploration. Users can
analyze both historical and
real-time data to leverage
contextual insights for actionable
intelligence.

SELECT *
FROM
Enterprise

Machine
Data

HDFS

SIEMs &
Logging

Relational

IoT

Through ADC, Gemini provides Data Availability for AI with simplicity and scale to achieve results.
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KEY BENEFITS & FEATURES
Deep and wide data analysis with unified gateway to all data and silos.
ADC standardizes all data and silos to allow users to query across all enterprise data with simple SQL.
Gemini accesses and converges all data in an organization — regardless of silo or system — into its
automated platform. In doing so, ADC delivers broader, more complete and context-sensitive answer
to a specific query. ADC allows users to run a single query in ANSI SQL across all enterprise data sets
to analyze data from different angles. With Gemini’s Zero Trust architecture, enterprises can rest
assured that their sensitive data assets are secure.
Zero Copy Data Virtualization, so source data can stay where it is.
ADC connects multiple data sources across diverse enterprise data silos, providing a unified query
engine to the data — all without ETL or data movement. It also provides a single integration layer for
Business Intelligence tools such as Tableau.
Because it uses zero copy
data virtualization as its data
integration strategy, all data can
remain in its original repository
— there’s no need to move it to
provide universal access to users.
ADC transcends the traditional
ETL process by automatically
virtualizing and standardizing data
across various sources. Data is
delivered where required without
removing it from the source, so
that enterprises can keep their
investment in their existing data
platforms and derive greater
value from them. In essence, ADC
eliminates the need to pivot from
system to system to ensure the
right data is leveraged.

According to a recent survey of data scientists:

Access to the right data is the #1
roadblock to success for AI
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KEY BENEFITS & FEATURES
AI-Ready platform to deliver intelligent, context-sensitive insights.
Unlock the potential of your data through utilizing AI/ML algorithms
from leading tools such as TensorFlow, then applying them across your
enterprise data without boundaries.
AI/ML works best when applied to high volumes of diverse data sets.
With this in mind, ADC is optimized so that business users can apply
AI/ML algorithms from tools such as TensorFlow. This allows users to
glean important insights - with context - from quality data sets in all
silos and platforms across an organization. ADC’s AI-driven analysis
is simplified with a single query across all data platforms at scale. It
enables enterprises to put their big data to work for them so that
they have enough information to make a decision or take an action to
advance their business objectives.

The fourth
industrial
revolution is
here.
“AI will become
a massive sector
that unleashes a
torrent of financial
opportunities.”

Built on microservices architecture with kernel-level separation and built-in GPU support.
ADC is built on an open-standards microservices architecture that ensures intelligent resource
management for efficient analysis at scale.
Open-standard container technology is essential to ADC’s underlying data infrastructure, as it
transforms big data in disparate systems and silos into actionable insights. Gemini’s ADC matches
requirements with available infrastructure, ensuring intelligent resource management that addresses
scalability and performance issues associated with analyzing massive amounts of data on demand.
And, it “de-allocates” resources when they’re no longer needed. Gemini’s ADC enables enterprises to
run big data workloads in a turnkey, elastic and multi-tenant environment.
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SUMMARY
Reducing costs and improving care are at the forefront of every healthcare
executive’s mind, yet millions are poured each year into legacy big data solutions.
The industry can’t continue to pour money into proprietary data silos and expect
results. This will continue to not only throw money down the drain, but it will make
matters worse going forward as the volume of data continues to increase.
Gemini provides the only solution that can enable analysis at scale while leveraging
and adding value to existing investments. With Data Availability through Gemini,
organizations get a unified, secure and automated platform that enables deep and
wide access to the diverse data used in healthcare today.
The cure to Data Chaos is simple - Data Availability with Gemini.

DATA AVAILABILITY
FOR HEALTHCARE

